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Last couple of years has proved to be the table turners
for the complete healthcare and educational system wherein
things have gone from physical to virtual in no time. This
scenario especially was put to trial for medical and dental
education as pandemic related norms did not allow physical
opening of the colleges and laboratories and students were
deprived of the quality education and experience that is
essential for budding doctors.
But as they say that “necessity is the mother of
invention”; hence COVID times also witnessed many
innovative techniques to foster the education standards of
colleges and related healthcare courses.
Through the present editorial, my aim is to highlight
the novel and the most effective techniques which have
emerged with the help of technology especially in the
field of pathology in general which can be applied to oral
pathology teaching in specific. This can yield a great deal
of improvement not only in learning of the subject but also
grooming skill set that is required for building a good oral
pathology practice.

reminders for the classes through Google calendar to all of
them and presentation of the teachers were uploaded in the
Google classroom streams. 1
Along with the lecture presentations of the staff
huge online source was possible to utilize which
included youtube videos, content from various websites,
certain pathology apps which made the teaching learning
experience a lot more vibrant and diverse. 1,2
2. Laboratory Teaching
Theory classes are still better to monitor as it is mostly
receptor mode, however, when it comes to practical
demonstration giving the students diagnostic skills without
the feel and touch of microscopes and slides was a
challenge. This was to a great extent overcome with the
use of webcam and microscope mounted camera which
was utilised to view microscopic sections of blood smears
and cystic aspirates and histopathology slides through live
streaming. 2,3
3. Patient Examination and History Taking

1. Innovative Teaching Technologies in Pathology

Any diagnosis cannot be made solely on the basis of
microscopy. Examination of the pathology, history of the
associated lesion, case history, getting to the differential
diagnosis and then to a provisional diagnosis is far more
important for accurate diagnosis work up. For this, Case
based learning approach (CBL) was used with maximum
efficacy which promoted in-depth knowledge of the given

The conventional classroom that had aggregation of students
with teacher got replaced by “Google classroom” and virtual
teaching with institutional email addresses of the students
and teachers linked to the platform. This also facilitated
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pathologies and also inculcated a sense of self-study
amongst the students. 3,4
CBL involved an integrated approach to the case from
pathology, medicine and surgical point of view. The
students divided in various batches focused on the specific
problem (diagnosis of the lesion) and their advanced
discussion by the guide and other subject experts about the
lesion developed a more motivated and thorough learning
experience to students. 4
4. Flipped Classroom Learning/Inverted Classroom
This model was first introduced long back in the year 2000; 5
but its application got a boom in this pandemic. Flipped
classroom model promotes pre sharing of the digital study
material by the mentor which the students read and prepares
before the discussion. Later on, the well prepared students
engage themselves in discussions and fruitful debate over
the topic which fosters their engagement in the subject and
freely available study material at a button click is always
enjoyable. 3,5
5. Evidence Based Learning
This involves knowledge of current researches that had
taken place in the field and its application in clinical settings
and decision making for pathologies. Getting virtual also
gives more access to the research papers and current trends
which could be read and applied by the students and
teachers in their diagnostic work up. 6
6. Virtual Stimulators
These have emerged enormously in many developed
nations in this pandemic era; wherein, Virtual stimulatory
technology was used to provide the tactile and motor skills
for dental students in their preclinical settings. 3

In pathology settings, virtual cases simulating real-life
patient scenarios were created. These cases were those
which were already covered in the theory classes. Video
editing software’s were used which were compatible with
android phonesiphones at the same time and short videos
depicting each case scenario of pathological entities were
uploaded for small group of students each time. The
students were then asked to discuss and put their queries
on the case on Google live stream. Photomicrographs of
gross specimen, clinical and histopathological images were
uploaded by the staff as per the queries from the students.
The students were also given some web addresses of the
pathology related sites and books for self-learning. Once
the students independently came to a final diagnosis, the
mentors from various specialities including medicine and
surgery would come to discussion of the pathology on its
management part via Google meet. 1,2,7
This was in a way best possible use of technology that
we learnt in the lockdown period. I, through my editorial
want to emphasize that although we have re started our
physical classroom culture, we can still incorporate certain
technological aspects to our regular teaching learning
process in the best interest of our students as well as
teachers. These small up gradations can transform the
regular dryness of the subject into absolute delight.
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